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Abstract - Single images are often not enough to reveal
all of the information contained in them because of either
measurements’ ambiguity or the observer’s imperfect
knowledge. Integrating-fusing many knowledge sources is
a recent trend in the pattern recognition field [1,4]. In the
work presented here fuzzy logic, which has been
established to be a successful methodology in dealing with
impreciseness[2], provides a general conceptual
framework and an analytical tool as well.
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1 Purpose of the method
In the paper presented here a possibilistic image fusion
scheme is investigated supported by  a prior knowledge
about the features’ distribution among objects-hypotheses.
As a measure for possibilistic considerations fuzzy
reasoning is used. The fuzzification or uncertainty
extracted at a feature level can be based on the methods
proposed in the relative literature[2]. Here the sum-normal
approach has been used to  match the general possibilistic
reasoning framework. It is defined over the Ks fuzzy set of
sum normalized  membership vectors formulated by
formula. 1.

where No stands for the number of objects-views[2].
Notice that the membership vectors are normalized over
the set of objects, denoting that each feature is considered
and being accounted for an object. In the current
approaches a such object schema involves a set of features
(usually a PCA components’ vector)[3]. Instead, we
integrate into our computations a series of image

descriptors ranging from skeleton components such as
edges, curves and closed contours to texture descriptions
and image moments. These are fuzzily modeled [2].
Results can be interpreted as an object dependent feature
behavior, which in turn leads to increased confidence in
the right object hypothesis.

2 Method
A basic concept involved in the image fusion scheme is
this of the object view. Very often in this work it is
reported also as observation. In fact the experiment results
we made use of are taken under some specific
experimental settings. By view a simple shot of a single
object is meant. What special about this view is its angle
(longitude) with respect to a polar coordinates' system
embedded into the observed object's center of gravity
which is identical to its mathematical center. Any camera
movement  about the objects is made with reference to
this central point. For a single object a series of 72
observations-views had been taken by the object library
developer. The camera was actually positioned at a
constant latitude position with respect to this reference
point found inside the object. A tournament was effected
around the object producing a sequence of  instances-shots
of the same object viewed from different latitude angles
but always the same longitude. We tested our algorithms
over these image-sequences. The images provided by the
Columbia image-base were available into formats a raw
and pre-processed one. We took the raw one because
fuzziness information (if any) were not given of not
considered at all. So we had to compute it implementing
our algorithms.

Fusion and  fuzzy uncertain modeling of  major image
features like edges and texture are at the core of the work
presented here. The algorithms were implemented on a 10
object (100 x 100) image gallery, pre-normalized for the
same experiment settings.
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Fuzzy descriptors’ modeling is grounded on the idea that
after applying a fuzzy classification or segmentation
algorithm all pixels of the image will pertain to more than
one neighboring image segments, prototypes or patterns.
Hence, any further computation on these pixels inherits
the initial pixels’ uncertainty provided by the preceded
fuzzy segmentation process.

The key issue in the fuzzy fusion problems is to choose
the most effective information representation in such a
way that it makes image interpretation easier and more
efficient. In the present work fundamental recognition
concepts from the single observation image recognition
field are being explored.

Edges are fuzzified on the ground of a concept, common
in the literature, that an image’s structures can be
represented by  fuzzy sets. Then edges can be combined to
form contours. Closed contours constitute an object’s
perimeter. Considering the inherited fuzzy modeling of
the image structures Fourier descriptors that can express
this impreciseness are conceived. They are generally
given by formlula 2. According to Eq.2 an object’s

complex contour, represented by the Np pixels found on
the contour, zk=(xk,yk), k=1,…,Np and represented by  the
complex numbers zk=xk+iyk, can be analyzed into Np

simpler(harmonics) elementary perimetrical forms, which
are the perimeter’s descriptors. Fuzzy contour modeling
leads to conceiving fuzzily expressed Fourier descriptors
whose parameters are represented by fuzzy sets as well.
Fourier descriptors are not kept all of them. What we
interested in is to extract from all the harmonics A(n) these
with most constant and characteristic behavior among
views. Figures 1-3. show a such behavior for three major
harmonics, especially studied (5th, 7th, 10 th order
harmonics) and for randomly selected objects  This
actually the point where prior knowledge is needed. Thus
using as an initial indication their statistical behavior we
focus mostly on those Fourier descriptors exhibit the
lowest statistical variance onto the major statistical axes.
We are considering the vector sub-space spanned by the
Fourier vectors (all normalized in dimensionality), with
the   smoother deviation over subsequent object-views.
Knowledge acquired from  successive views indicates
more precisely some spectrum components with
interesting characteristics that will be discussed in the rest
of this development. Hence even narrower bands can be
selected. It is observed that higher harmonics in the
contour harmonics expansion, represent much like as in
the classical Fourier signal analysis fine details of the
contours. This information  could be essentially of no
importance to our case as it  can be considered as
generated by the slight experiment changes due to, say,
illumination special settings. Thus fine, local details of the

contours that may tramp computations are ignored in
evaluating uncertainty. Only harmonics of low order  and
specific, experimentally proved, high ordered ones are
kept. This restriction has also the advantage of
diminishing pixels’ multi-membership to 4  or 5 clusters
(candidate contours), because simpler curves are
produced. Axes’ statistical variance here should not be
confused with the fuzziness of a Fourier descriptor that
expresses the fact that it represents quantitatively a
candidate contour for a specific object. The fuzziness
associated with the descriptor is measured on the basis of
the pixels contour fuzzy membership and is computed for
the whole contour using the definition  equation Eq. 2. We
generalize this formula to include the impreciseness
concept as in formula 3. In formula 3 the term ìA(n)

represents the impreciseness involved in considering A(n)
Fourier harmonic as a quantitative descriptor of the
contour [zi],i=1,…,Np, being examined.
As concerns texture, we used texture descriptors often
used in the literature like (G.L.D.S.) Gray Level
Difference Statistics  and (S.G.L.D.) Spatial Gray Level
Dependence. G.L.D.S is a set of texture quantifiers
(Contrast, Angular Second Moment, Entropy, Mean) put
into the G.L.D.S. vector form [5]. They are given by
fomrulas 4-7.
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S.G.L.D is a matrix containing probabilities  relating a
given image and a translated counterpart of it by a certain
displacement vector d. It is defined through formula. 8,
where p
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stands for the probability that the gray levels i and  j occur
at a distance vector d in the image. Texture quantifiers are
more case dependent than Fourier descriptors, and that
makes them suitable for distinguishing objects when the
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boundaries of their Fourier description fuzzy classes
overlap strongly. As it is seen in  Figure 4 a rather
constant but highly detailed information is extracted from
texture distribution which however cannot lead alone to
any useful and reliable result. In this plot a mixtured
texture information is depicted aggregating fuzziness
measures computed both S.G.L.D and G.L.D.S. texture
descriptors. In the same plot combined Fourier
Descriptors Uncertainty is depicted.  Observing this plot it
becomes more evident that the leading tool for
discriminating objects is contour spectral information
expressed by the Fourier components.

Image moments on the other hand are a characteristic
quantity of the structural image components [6]. They are
given by    Eq.9, where Npxl stands for the number of
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pixels of the image after removal of its background.
Moments define uniquely a structure within the image and
when applied onto thresholded skeletonized images
emphasize on the existence of contours. They are modeled
on the basis of the uncertainty embedded into their pixels’
properties. Their fuzzy modeling follows the same pixel
uncertainty logic and is depicted in Eq. 10., where Nc
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stands for the number of fuzzy segments into which a
certain pixel (xi,yi) may belong. It is interesting to note
here that image can be considered as multi-layered
structure with its layers being the overlapping  fuzzy
regions. A such moments’ fuzzification approach points
out the strength that a fuzzy cluster cj possesses at the (p,
q) band which of coarse depends on its pixels’
membership degrees. It is proportional to the physics
dynamics moments with respect to the center or the
dynamics equilibrium point.
In texture information embedded is the moments the
image moments descriptions. We have considered only a
few low ordered components because they are generally
very computational demanding. In addition they actually
help only when texture is not enough to disambiguate
Fourier descriptors' fuzzy classes. Thus they have a rather
restricted contribution  to our computations. Very often
their contribution could not be exactly modeled as textural
information. This low image moments' contribution is
largely related to the similarity of the patterns we've been
studying. Objects views were actually different in that
their contour details had specific variances over
observations. This favored of coarse shape spectrum
techniques like the  Fourier descriptors. Texture and

moments' discrimination ability and power was rather
poor and reduced due to the objects' surface similarity.
However important details could be captured which made
it  possible to separate descriptions whenever fuzzy
descriptions and modelings were overlapping strongly.

Fuzzy logic is also involved in combining the above
image features. A possibilistic fusion scheme that is based
on the fuzziness and uncertainty extracted at the single
observation level is being used. The fusion information is
updated during experiment evolution. This combination
schema updates information uncertainty obtained from a
single observation level and fuse it in subsequent object
views. The key idea is to study the variance of the
possibilistic behavior of the individual features expressed
through the fuzziness of the low level features over these
views. Then using the knowledge about prior possibilistic
dependencies of sets of the fears on specific object
hypotheses an interesting approach is yielded deviating in
critical points by similar approaches proposed in the
literature.

In fact, object hypotheses dependence on individual
features’ distribution is studied. This is accomplished
using a possibilistic mathematical formalism which tracks
the new data involved in these views. We introduce the
specific dependence of an object hypothesis verification
on each one of the combined features. Thus, the event ‘the
feature measured belongs to the object oi ’ is considered.
This event can be in turn computed by the sequence of the
data fused by a certain time on which the hypothesis
assessment is done. One can build as many  such
hypotheses as the number of the features chosen. However
the final decision is a combination of these separate
hypotheses.

This object dependence assumption can be formulated
more mathematically asserting that ‘given an observed
sequence of some feature [fi (k), k=1,…], expressed in
terms of our uncertainty or fuzziness [cij(k), k=1,…]
obtained about the object oj that this feature  stands for,
by the time instance k, our posterior confidence or
uncertainty cij(k+1) that the specific object will be the true
hypothesis in the next time instance where the next
observation-view will take place is justified when this
confidence is higher than any other object hypothesis
available hjo(�h j)=1,…,No’

This hypothesis by its own is not enough to lead to
maximally confident conclusion although its mathematical
formalism implies that. This is due to the fact that we are
dealing with fuzzy sets and not with purely probabilities.
All computations  are operated on some fuzzy set which
include all of our acquired certainty(or uncertainty) and
available prior knowledge in the context of which we
operate the schema. Hence we achieve a maximally
logical degree of certainty adopting the  same logic  to the
rest of the features. To this end we follow a more realistic



logic in the sense that the most significant image features
are taken into account. Finally the conclusion about a
candidate hypothesis can be formalized as follows ‘The
object with features [fi,i=1,…,n] is most probably  the
object oi’, that is represented by partial hypothesis hij . The
partial hypothesis confidence declarations that are
obtained for each feature using fuzzy- possibilistic
reasoning in the restricted  mathematical sense are used as
fuzzy sets’ combinations. To make this more precise lets
us denote with h(oi, oj) = hij  the  partial hypothesis that ‘the
feature fj  belongs to the object oi’. Then we attribute a
plausibility membership to this hypothesis , say, ìhij.
Consequently a finalized object  hypothesis can be
expressed as, ‘The object is oj’ � h oj . Mathematically the
combination of the single features can be formalized as in
formula 11, on the basis of the fuzzily introduced
descriptors.
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In the fusion approach texture information does not
contribute the same way to the to the object recognition
approach described here since it differs slightly or have a
variance that exhibit no interest. Object texture remains
the same on the condition of constant experimental
settings. Nevertheless it offers useful insight since it is
seen that it can be very helpful in making fine distinctions
between fuzzy classes either in the views of the same
object or different objects after being normalized  and
brought into the appropriate range of values. Hence no
fuzzification is attempted here.

3 Results
Results show that the choice of contour descriptors is
justified since it is seen that when keeping the fusion
latitude constant over subsequent object views an object
characteristic variance of them occurs. Descriptors’ fuzzy
modeling fusion produces increased belief in specific
object hypothesis. This is in fact grounded on the
similarity of subsequent observations, which is the key
idea of the success of the fusion schemes. Texture is in
general more discriminative among different objects, than
for the same object in that it disambiguates fuzzy Fourier
descriptions’ overlapping.

We have been experimented with three kinds of
descriptors :

1. Fourier descriptors given by Eq. 2

2. G.L.D.S. Texture descriptors given by Eqs. 4-7

3. S.G.L.D. Texture descriptors given by Eq. 8

4. Image Moments given by Eq. 9

Fourier descriptors were studied independently and their
statistical behavior is depicted in Table 1. Low order
harmonics were used. We fused G.L.D.S. and S.G.L.D.

descriptions into an overall texture description using their
uncertainty information. They are then studied, at a first
stage, also autonomously like Fourier information. Image
moments were also considered alone before fusing all
available descriptions. Measurements of all kinds were
normalized to unity, first, for fuzzy reasoning to be
applied more efficiently, and second, to obtain a more
uniform information representation that proves often
crucial to the success the computations.

More specifically speaking  implementing our method
over 20 object observation sequences we reached a mean
posterior hypothesis probability of Pmax=0,6. In addition
we concluded that individual distributions study can offer
relatively higher discrimination of the objects which is
expressed by the probability distance from the second
most favorite hypothesis that is sufficiently lower (i.e. as
high as 0,25) than the best hypothesis. Furthermore after
texture information is considered Fourier distributions
were considerably refined and thus most of the other
object hypotheses were practically  rejected.
We applied and tested our schema on an image database
downloaded from Columbia university COIL-120 Library.
This library contains a set of 120 objects each one of them
being observed at 72 equally spaced positions-poses
performed by a  camera tournament about each object .
Images are available in a row and pre-processed format.
We used the row format because we wanted to embed
fuzziness information into the initial images using fuzzy
classification algorithms we have developed.

4 Breakthrough aspect of the work
The fusion strategy adopted here is original, in that
individual features are studied separately instead of
studying them in the form of a feature vector and
independently of their own statistical behavior, as it is
common in the literature. Moreover the possibilistic
considerations are based on the fuzzy modeling of the
features, again deviating from what is commonly seen in
the literature which is adopting typical statistical
conditional dependencies of the feature vector
measurements. The  investigation subjects are not the
objects but their individual features although the final
decisions concern  a specific hypothesis. The features
chosen do not contribute the same way to the fusion
schema.

Knowledge contribution constitute in the prior selection of
the PCA components of the contours’ Fourier descriptors.
Theoretically we have as many harmonics as the number
of contour pixels NP. Despite the plethora of this
information only a few of them are significantly
contributing  in disambiguating fuzzy classes and making
contour information object descriptive. We have observed
during experimentation that those PCA components with
the lower variance present  for the same object and
harmonic’s order a slower variance and self dependent



behavior than for different objects. This also adds to the
assumption of object dependent features. This can be
explained consulting classical Fourier spectrum analysis.
According to these classical concepts for a given signal
sequence the major signal form can be reconstructed
taking lower band frequency components. Higher
components reveal signal details or chaotic behavior. In
our experiments geometric, well shaped objects are used
like vehicles and bottles, which rather favor this spectrum
preference. Using more complicated objects might
require the study of the other parts of the contour
spectrum.

5 Conclusions
It is seen that reasoning for individual features is more
efficient than considering objects as candidate
hypotheses. Uncertainty is more effectively managed and
thus finally reduced when knowledge is embedded into
the scheme. Prior knowledge is provided by the way the
image descriptions are  attributed to specific hypotheses.
It is thus seen that fusion of individual modelings yield
stronger confidence measures and reduce further
uncertainty.
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